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Introduction
Glassy polymer membranes hold tremendous promise for low energy separations but are generally limited by the trade-offs between selectivity and flux.1 The performance of most glassy membranes decay over time via densification of material, through a process called physical aging2. This aging leads to a decrease in the free volume within the polymer, leading to noticeable decreases in the flux.3 In general, the flux can be increased by decreasing the membrane thickness, but recent reports have demonstrated that the aging of membranes is accelerated when the thickness is less than ca. 1 m.3,6 This aging leads to poor performance in these thinner membranes.
However, aging in thin polymer films is dependent on many factors, including the polymer architecture.1,7 For polystyrene films supported on silicon wafers, the thin films age slower than thicker films.5 Additionally, the aging rate went through a maximum with the aging rate decreasing within 20 K of the bulk glass transition temperature. These results, however, conflict with other measurements of polystyrene thin films3 where the aging rate increased as the thickness decreased and monotonically with the aging temperature. Further, the effects of architecture on aging have been show to depend on molecular weight as well as functionality.7 Star polystyrene films were shown to have aging rates inversely proportional to functionality and directly proportional to arm molecular weight.    




Materials. Toluene (ACS reagent grade, >99.5%, Sigma Aldrich) was used to dissolve the PS to generate solutions with solid fractions between 0.1 wt% to 5 wt%. Four different PS architectures were synthesized examined in this study. These are the same PS materials examined by Torres et al.5: Linear(L)PS Mw= 486 kg/mol, Comb(cmb)PS Mw= 734 kg/mol, Centipede(C)PS Mw= 540 kg/mol, & Star(S)PS Mw= 483 kg/mol. 

Instrumentation. Woolam M-2000 Ellipsometer was used in situ with the heat cell attachment. This provided the necessary thicknesses and refractive index data to calculate and verify the aging rates. 







Aging Experiments. Films annealed again for 30 min at 125°C to erase the films thermal history. Simultaneously, the heat cell was pre-heated to the aging temperature. After, the film was quenched using an aluminum block for 2 min. and immediately following quenching, the film was transferred to, and aligned on, the heat cell. Continuous data acquisitions were carried out for 6 h. Ellipsometric measurements of angles Ψ and ∆, at an incident angle of 70° were taken as a function of wavelength (λ). The film thickness and refractive index was obtained by fitting the Ψ(λ) & ∆(λ) parameters using a Cauchy model for the film on top of a silicon substrate with 2nm of native oxide:. The Cauchy equation is as follows:
n(λ)=A + B/λ2 + C/λ4.5      (1)

Results and Discussion
	Data Analysis. The acquired data was fitted using a modified linear fit: a + b*log(t), where t is the independent variable time. Figure 2 shows the raw data with the fitted trend. The derivative of the fit, d(h/h0)/dlog(t) gives the aging rate (β). 

Figure 2. LPS film (thickness = 97nm) film aged at 75°C(348K). The red line illustrates the modified linear fit and the black data points give the normalized thickness where h0 is the thickness measured 10 minutes into the run and h is the measured thickness at the corresponding time. 

Thickness dependence of Physical Aging. Figure 3. demonstrates aging’s dependence on thickness for LPS. This data shows thin films age at rates quantitavely higher than thick films. A contradictory trend is presented by Pye et al.5 where their thick films (2430nm) aged at rates faster than their thin films (29nm). Our experimental procedure was nearly identical to theirs but dissimilar conclusions were reached. However, works done by Huang and Paul similar aging behavior using different polymers.6 For PPO, PSF, and Matrimid they reported the aging rates thin films are quantitatively higher than those of the thick films. In addition, Murphy et al. carried out gas permeation studies which support this trend.3

Figure 3. Thickness dependence of LPS films aged at 75°C. The trend is that the aging rate is inversely proportional to the film thickness. 

Temperature Dependence of Physical Aging. Figure 4. Illustrates aging’s dependence on temperature. In the figure, the aging rate increases until incurring a maximum. This maximum is characteristic of the thermodynamic competition within the film.7 The digitized reference data shows this as well. What is not shown in the reference data is the severity of the temperature dependence. Interestingly, the aging rate found for a data run at 313K was much lower than the others. The reference data showed a decreased rate at that temperature but not as severe. In addition, our data showed a spike at 368K. This aging temperature is bordering on Tg for the film and should result in a decreased aging rate. Reasons for this anomaly are currently unknown, however, a future investigation will be carried out to either validate or remit this anomaly. 

Figure 4. Comparison of a temperature dependence study between experimental results and data reported by Pye et al. Our data shows a much stronger dependence on temperature. Also note that our films were 94.4+/-2.6nm and their films were 2430+/-120nm. 

Architectural Impact on Physical Aging.  Using four PS architectures, experiments similar to the temperature dependence were carried out. Figure 5 gives a comparison of LPS, SPS, cmbPS, & CPS aged at temperatures ranging from 338K to 368K. Varying architecture had a discernable effect on aging. For LPS, cmbPS, and CPS the aging behavior was similar. With increasing temperature, a maximum had been reached with the anomaly at 368K persisting across architectures. However, in the case of SPS, the aging rate actually reached a local minimum while also retaining the anomaly at 368K. 


Figure 5. Shows the temperature dependencies of Top Left LPS (94.4+/-2.6nm), Top Right SPS (100.0+/-3.0nm), Bottom Left cmbPS (89.5+/-2.1nm), & Bottom Right CPS (95.1+/-3.0nm). The aging behavior for LPS, cmbPS, & CPS are similar while the trend is similar for SPS but the local extremum is a minimum point and not a maximum. 

Conclusions
	Several dependencies of physical aging in PS films were investigated. Aging’s temperature dependence is such that it will appreciate to a maximum and then decrease. In addition, the aging rate anomalously spikes at 368K, which will be subject of future study. Further, the dependence on thickness was observed to be inversely proportional. Decreases in the films initial thickness gave aging rates distinctly higher than the thicker films. Finally, this research demonstrated the impact of polymer architecture on aging. LPS, SPS, cmbPS, and CPS each exhibited different aging rates. The behavior of the SPS deviated from the observed trend in LPS, cmbPS, and CPS. Also, SPS aged more rapidly than the other three at most temperatures. Such behavior is expected given the low functionality of just 4 arms,7 but the observed minimum in the aging behavior is pause for further investigation.   In the future, it would be interesting to see how the trends of the other architecture hold in a thickness dependence investigation. Also, it would be interesting to see if the temperature dependence holds for LPS at the 15nm ultrathin thickness scale.
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Figure 1 - Schematic of the fabrication protocol used to create the PS Films.  




